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Abstract
Constructing a shortest path between two network nodes is a fundamental task in distributed
computing. This work develops schemes for the construction of shortest paths in randomized beeping
networks between a predetermined source node and an arbitrary set of destination nodes. Our first
scheme constructs a (single) shortest path to an arbitrary destination in O(D log log n + log3 n)
rounds with high probability. Our second scheme constructs multiple shortest paths, one per each
destination, in O(D log2 n + log3 n) rounds with high probability.

Our schemes are based on a reduction of the above shortest path construction tasks to a
decomposition of hypergraphs into bipartite hypergraphs: We develop a beeping procedure that
partitions the hyperedge set of a hypergraph H = (VH , EH) into k = Θ(log2 n) disjoint subsets
F1 ∪ · · · ∪ Fk = EH such that the (sub-)hypergraph (VH , Fi) is bipartite in the sense that there
exists a vertex subset U ⊆ V such that |U ∩ e| = 1 for every e ∈ Fi. This procedure turns out to be
instrumental in speeding up shortest path constructions under the beeping model.
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1 Introduction

Constructing a shortest path between given source and destination nodes is among the most
fundamental tasks in algorithmic graph theory in general and in the field of distributed
graph algorithms in particular. In this field, the challenge behind the shortest path task is
dominated by the decentralized nature of the underlying communication network, where
in most distributed computational models, the communication network is assumed to be
identified with (or at least derived from) the input graph (see, e.g., [24]). These computational
models differ in various aspects, the most important one is arguably the communication
scheme that determines how information can be exchanged between the graph nodes.

The distributed computational model that takes the most radical approach in terms of
the communication scheme is the beeping model [11, 15] that provides an abstraction for
networks of extremely simple devices. In particular, the communication capabilities of each
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45:2 Beeping Shortest Paths via Hypergraph Bipartite Decomposition

device boil down to two modes of operation: beep, i.e., emit a signal; and listen, i.e., detect if
a signal is emitted in its (graph) vicinity. This limited communication scheme means that
beeping algorithms may be implemented in practice by small, cheap, and energy-efficient
devices that can be employed in various applications. A prominent example is a sensor
network, deployed in an airborne manner over a large terrestrial area, and thus creating an
unstructured network composed of a large number of simple devices.

Despite the extensive literature dedicated to beeping algorithms for various graph theoretic
tasks (see Section 1.2), to the best of our knowledge, the shortest path task has not been
studied yet under the beeping model. The current paper strives to change this situation,
advancing the state-of-the-art of the following tasks: in the simpler case, the goal is to
construct a shortest path from a designated source node to one destination node. In the
more general case, the goal extends to constructing shortest paths between the source and
multiple destination nodes.

Since the structure of the network is unknown and since we do not assume that the
primitive devices have unique IDs, the path construction goal has the following interpretation:1
Each node holds a binary output and the nodes that output 1 form a shortest path p from
the source to the destination. We further require that each node along p knows its distance
from the source.

To be more concrete, consider a network represented as an undirected connected graph
G = (V, E) over n = |V | nodes, where one designated node, denoted by s ∈ V , is called the
source. Each node is a beeping device and edges correspond to pairs of devices that can hear
each other’s beeps. The execution progresses in discrete rounds so that (1) a node that beeps
at a certain round cannot listen in the same round; and (2) a node that listens in a round
can only distinguish the case that none of its neighbors beep from the case that some (at
least one) neighbors beep. The nodes are randomized anonymous machines and we assume
that they know a (polynomial) approximation of n.2

When the execution commences, all nodes are asleep; in this state, nodes do not perform
any computation, nor do they beep. Some destination nodes, whose set is denoted by Y ⊆ V ,
wake up at arbitrary times due to external events (e.g., a triggered sensor). Other nodes (non-
destinations) wake up once at least one of their neighbors beeps. Upon waking up, either due
to an external event or hearing a beep, each node sets its local clock to 0 and starts executing
a predefined algorithm. We emphasize that no global clock is assumed, that is, although all
nodes communicate in synchronous rounds, each node has a local definition of “round 0” (as
explained in the sequel, global synchronization is obtained as part of the algorithm).

In this paper, we develop algorithms for two (families of) tasks related to the construction
of shortest paths from the source s to the destinations in Y . To facilitate the exposition,
assume for the time being that there is a single destination, i.e, Y = {y}, and consider the task
of computing a shortest path p between s and y. Using standard techniques, we can ensure
that all nodes are awake and know their distance from the source. Following that, the natural
approach would be to construct the desired path p step-by-step, from y inwards, until s is
reached. Specifically, once we have already constructed a prefix of p that leads from y to a node
v at distance i from s, the next step would be to identify a neighbor u of v whose distance from
s is i−1; node u is then appointed as the next node along the path p and the process continues.

1 The algorithms considered in this paper are randomized and the nodes know an approximation of the
graph size, so unique IDs can be generated.

2 In fact, it suffices for our algorithms that the source s knows an approximation of n.
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The task of identifying such a neighbor u of v under the beeping model requires some
effort as v may have multiple neighbors u1, . . . , ur at distance i− 1 from s, all of which are
candidates to form the next node u along p. The common method to handle this task is to
run a competition among the set of candidates so that each candidate ui picks a random
bitstring xi ∈ {0, 1}ℓ and beeps in a pattern determined by xi; this allows the candidate ui

with the lexicographically largest bitstring xi to win the competition and identify itself as
the next node along the constructed path p.

A necessary condition for the success of this method is that the length ℓ of the bitstrings,
and hence also the length of the beeping patterns, should be Θ(log n), leading to a total round
complexity of Θ(D log n), where D denotes the diameter of the communication graph G. The
question that guides our research is whether this round complexity bound can be improved.
Specifically, can we “separate” between the linear dependency on D and the (poly)logarithmic
dependency on n? We answer this question in the affirmative as stated in the following
theorem (see Theorem 7 for the exact statement).

▶ Theorem 1 (single path, simplified). Let Y ⊆ V be a set of destinations. There exists an
algorithm that constructs a shortest path from the source s to an arbitrary destination y ∈ Y

in O(D log log n + log3 n) rounds whp.3

Next, we consider the task of constructing a shortest path between the source s and each
destination y ∈ Y . The naive approach would be to perform the construction implied by
Theorem 1 separately (non-simultaneously) for each destination. However, the complexity of
constructing a path node-by-node would then increase by a multiplicative factor of |Y | (at
the very least). This leads to the question of whether the dependency on the number |Y | of
destinations can be avoided. We answer this question affirmatively as well, albeit at the cost
of increasing the dependence on n in the D-term, as stated in the following theorem (see
Theorem 8 for the complete statement).

▶ Theorem 2 (multiple paths,simplified). Let Y ⊆ V be a set of destinations. There exists an
algorithm that constructs a shortest-path tree from the source s to (all destinations in) Y in
O(D log2 n + log3 n) rounds whp.

1.1 Our Techniques
The Hypergraph Bipartite Decomposition Problem. The constructions promised in Theo-
rems 1 and 2 are made possible due to the following combinatorial problem that, on the face
of it, does not seem related to shortest path tasks. We call this problem hypergraph bipartite
decomposition (HBD) and define it as follows.

A hypergraph H = (VH , EH) is said to be bipartite if there exists a vertex subset U ⊆ VH

such that each hyperedge is incident on exactly one vertex of U , that is, |e∩U | = 1 for every
e ∈ EH (see, e.g., [3]). The goal of the HBD problem is to partition the hyperedge set EH of
a given hypergraph H = (VH , EH) into pairwise disjoint clusters F1 ∪ · · · ∪ Fk = EH so that
the sub-hypergraph (VH , Fi) is bipartite for every i ∈ [k] with the objective of minimizing
the number k of clusters.4,5

3 We say that event A occurs with high probability, abbreviated by whp, if P(A) ≥ 1−n−c for an arbitrarily
large constant c > 0.

4 We stick to the convention that [k] = {1, . . . , k}.
5 Note that the HBD notion, as defined in the current paper, is a generalization of the notion of graph

bipartite decomposition, where the hypergraph H = (VH , EH) is an ordinary graph (i.e., the rank of
each hyperedge e ∈ EH is |e| = 2).

ITCS 2023



45:4 Beeping Shortest Paths via Hypergraph Bipartite Decomposition

We subsequently encode a solution for the HBD problem on H = (VH , EH) by means of a
function c : EH → [k] that assigns a color c(e) to each hyperedge e ∈ EH and a function cs :
VH → 2[k] that assigns a (possibly empty) color set cs(v) to each vertex v ∈ VH . The functions
c(·) and cs(·) are subject to the constraint that for each hyperedge e ∈ EH , there exists exactly
one incident vertex v ∈ e such that c(e) ∈ cs(v). Using the aforementioned bipartite sub-
hypergraphs terminology, the hyperedges e ∈ EH whose color is c(e) = i form the cluster Fi,
whereas the inclusion of color i in the color set cs(v) of a vertex v ∈ VH indicates that v belongs
to the vertex subset U ⊆ VH that realizes the biparticity of the sub-hypergraph (VH , Fi).

The HBD problem plays a pivotal role in the design of our algorithms for the shortest
path construction tasks of Theorems 1 and 2. To explain this role, let us focus again on
the simplified task of constructing a shortest path p between the source s and a (single)
destination y. Recall the aforementioned process that grows the path p from destination y

to source s step-by-step so that in each step, the path p is extended from a node in Li to
a node in Li−1, where Ld denotes the set of nodes at distance d from s, a.k.a. layer d. As
discussed earlier, assuming that we have already constructed a prefix of p that leads from y

to a node v ∈ Li and taking u1, . . . , ur to be the neighbors of v in Li−1, the bottleneck of
the process is the task of identifying one such neighbor ui, i ∈ [r]. Indeed, the naive method
for this task takes Θ(log n) rounds, which results in Θ(D log n) rounds for the entire process.

This is where the HBD problem comes into play: In a preprocessing phase, we construct
an HBD solution for the (i, i− 1)-layered hypergraph H = (VH , EH) defined by setting VH =
Li−1 and EH = {Nv ∩ Li−1}v∈Li

; that is, we identify the vertices of H with the nodes in
Li−1 and introduce a hyperedge for each node v ∈ Li that includes all neighbors of v in
Li−1. In particular, this HBD solution assigns a color c(v) ∈ [k] to each node v ∈ Li and
a color set cs(u) ∈ 2[k] to each node u ∈ Li−1. The HBD solution for the (i, i− 1)-layered
hypergraph is constructed for each layer 1 ≤ i ≤ dmax, where dmax = max{i ≥ 0 | Li ̸= ∅} is
the source’s eccentricity in G.

The crux of our technique is that once the path growing process reaches node v ∈ Li, it is
sufficient that v beeps a pattern that encodes v’s color c(v) ∈ [k]. Indeed, the definition of the
HBD problem ensures that there is a unique neighbor u of v in Li−1 with c(v) ∈ cs(u); this
neighbor u is selected as the next node along the path p. Our solution for the HBD problem
uses a polylogarithmic palette size k which means that the beep pattern that encodes c(v)
is of length O(log k) = O(log log n), thus providing an exponential improvement over the
naive approach and ultimately leading to a process that grows the entire shortest path p in
O(D log log n) rounds. (In the multiple path task, node v uses a unary encoding of c(v) in
the pattern it beeps, hence the larger dependency on n.) Put differently, the colors assigned
by the HBD solution serve as “succinct locally unique identifiers” that facilitate an efficient
recognition of the next node in the shortest path p. The key ingredient of our algorithms is
cast in the following theorem.

▶ Theorem 3 (HBD procedure, simplified). There exists a beeping procedure that given a
layer 1 ≤ i ≤ dmax, constructs an HBD solution for the (i, i − 1)-layered hypergraph with
palette size k = O(log2 n) in O(log3 n) rounds whp. In fact, the procedure can be invoked
concurrently for all layers 1 ≤ i ≤ dmax, constructing the corresponding dmax HBD solutions
in O(log3 n) rounds whp.

As any hypergraph can be “embedded” as an (i, i− 1)-layered hypergraph of some graph
G, Theorem 3 means that any n-vertex hypergraph can be decomposed into k = O(log2 n).
This turns out to be (combinatorially) tight: In [4], Alon, Bar-Noy, Linial, and Peleg consider
the task of broadcasting a message in radio networks. In this setting, if two neighbors of
some node communicate at the same round, then that node hears nothing. Alon et al. prove
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that there exists a bipartite graph G∗ over poly(n) nodes in which Ω(log2 n) rounds are
required to broadcast a message m, assuming that m is initially known to all nodes on the
the left-hand side of G∗.

The construction of [4] implies an Ω(log2 n) lower bound for the HBD task. Indeed,
define the hypergraph H∗ over the left-hand side nodes of G∗, introducing a hyperedge eu

for each right-hand side node u of G∗ that consists of the left-hand side neighbors of u in
G∗. If H∗ can be decomposed into k bipartite hypergraphs H1, . . . , Hk, then there is a way
to broadcast m in the radio-network G∗ in k rounds: the subset Ui (left-hand nodes) that
realizes the biparticity of Hi transmits in round i. Since each hyperegde eu ∈ Hi intersects
only a single node in Ui, the right-hand node u learns the message m in round i. Therefore,
the HBD problem on H∗ requires a palette of size k = Ω(log2 n).

Theorem 3 and the lower bound of [4] yield the following corollary.6

▶ Corollary 4. Any n-vertex hypergraph can be decomposed into k = O(log2 n) bipartite
hypergraphs and this is existentially tight.

A Framework for the Construction of Shortest Paths. Towards the design of the algorithms
promised in Theorems 1 and 2, we develop a framework that supports solving various different
shortest path related tasks. Our framework is composed of three phases: a wake-up phase; a
preprocessing phase; and a path construction phase. The wake-up and preprocessing phases
are executed “offline” for the purpose of constructing the infrastructure that subsequently
enables running the third (path construction) phase more efficiently. In a bird’s-eye view,
the three phases are as follows (see Section 3 for an extended overview):

(i) The goal of the wake-up phase is to wake-up all nodes and set up the parameters
required to solve the HBD problem. In particular, using relatively standard techniques,
we guarantee that upon completion of the wake-up phase, each node v ∈ V knows
to which layer Li it belongs as well as the source’s eccentricity dmax. This phase
further guarantees that the nodes obtain globally-synchronized clocks (despite their
unsynchronized wake-up). We elaborate on the wake-up phase in Section 7.

(ii) The preprocessing phase is dedicated to the solution of the HBD instances defined over
the (i, i− 1)-layered hypergraphs and constitutes the heart of our algorithm(s). Upon
completion of this phase, each node v ∈ Li holds the c(v) and cs(v) variables that
facilitate expedited shortest path growing processes. To serve different tasks in the path
construction phase, we actually compute two sets of these variables, one that supports
growing shortest paths inwards, from the destinations to the source (corresponding to
the HBD solution for the (i, i− 1)-layered hypergraphs as discussed previously), and
one that supports growing shortest paths outwards, from the source to the destinations
(corresponding to the HBD solution for the (i− 1, i)-layered hypergraphs as discussed
in the sequel). We elaborate on the preprocessing phase in Section 4.

6 We learned about the lower bound [4] and the relation between broadcast in radio networks and the
HBD task after a preliminary version of this work was made available online. In hindsight, a k round
broadcast scheme in a bipartite radio network implies a k-color decomposition of the induced hypergraph.
In particular, the algorithm of Bar-Yehuda, Goldreich, and Itai [6] gives a broadcast scheme for bipartite
radio networks in O(log2 n) rounds. Their scheme takes a decay approach (slightly different from the
decay approach we adopt in Algorithm 2) that guarantees a round with a single transmitter for each
receiving node. If, similar to our coloring method in Algorithm 2, one assigns transmitters with colors
according to their transmission rounds and assigns each receiver a color that matches the first round in
which a message was received, one obtains an HBD decomposition of the hypergraph defined by the
transmitters as nodes and receivers as hyperedges. It is important to point out that the algorithm of [6]
is designed to work under the radio network model and implementing it under the (seemingly harsher)
beeping model would require additional machinery, see Section 4.

ITCS 2023



45:6 Beeping Shortest Paths via Hypergraph Bipartite Decomposition

(iii) The path construction phase is responsible for solving specific tasks related to the
construction of shortest paths between the source and the destinations based on
the infrastructure built in the preprocessing phase. In this paper, we focus on the
task of constructing a (single) shortest path to one destination (a generalization of
Theorem 1) and the task of constructing a shortest-path tree to multiple destinations
(a generalization of Theorem 2); we elaborate on those in Sections 5 and 6, respectively.

The infrastructure constructed during the preprocessing phase (based on the wake-up phase)
seems fairly useful and we believe that it may be applicable for efficient solutions of other
shortest path related tasks.

1.2 Additional Related Work
The beeping model, defined by Cornejo and Kuhn [11] (c.f. [15]), has been extensively explored
in the literature. Previous work considered solving various tasks in beeping networks, most
notably local symmetry breaking tasks (i.e., MIS and coloring) [2, 1, 22, 18, 10, 7, 9], global
symmetry breaking tasks (i.e., leader election) [17, 16, 13], and broadcasting of messages [17,
20, 21, 12, 8].

To the best of our knowledge, no prior work in the beeping model dealt with the
fundamental tasks of constructing shortest paths. The works [7, 5] show how to simulate any
CONGEST algorithm over a beeping network by first performing a 2-hop coloring and then
communicating in each neighborhood using a time-division technique (TDMA) based on the
given colors, so that transmissions do not interfere. These simulations, however, blow up
the round complexity by an Ω(∆) factor to support the TDMA; ∆ is the maximal degree
in G. Therefore, even though constructing a shortest path in the CONGEST model takes
Θ(D) rounds, a direct simulation of shortest path construction in the beeping model greatly
surpasses the complexity we obtain in the current paper. We are also not familiar with any
works on the algorithmic aspects of the HBD problem, particularly in distributed settings.

Most of the beeping literature so far has assumed synchronous networks where all nodes
begin their execution in the same “round 0”. Some works (e.g., [1, 17, 20]) constructed schemes
that lift this assumption, allowing some nodes to wake up spontaneously, whereas other
nodes wake up when their neighbors beep. The works [11, 14] considered the harsher setting
where nodes wake up in arbitrary, adversarially-chosen rounds, and do not necessarily wake
up when their neighbors beep. The works [1, 16, 13, 19] allow simulating beeping algorithms
that assume globally-synchronized clocks over beeping networks with unsynchronized wake-
up. Under the assumptions that nodes wake up upon the reception of a beep, one can show
that the local clock of any two neighbors (u, v) ∈ E differ by at most one. Then, each
round of the algorithm that assumes globally-synchronized clocks, can be simulated via three
rounds: the middle round of every such triplet is overlapping with the corresponding triplet
of each neighbor. We shall use this technique in our wake-up phase in Section 7.

2 Preliminaries

Notations. Given a graph G = (V, E) and a node v ∈ V , we let Nv = {u | (u, v) ∈ E} be
the neighborhood of v. For any two nodes u, v ∈ V , we let d(u, v) denote their distance, i.e.,
the length of the shortest path connecting u and v. All logarithms are taken to the base 2
unless otherwise mentioned.

Model and Setting. We assume the standard beeping model [11], where a network of n

devices is abstracted as the connected graph G = (V, E), where each device is identified with
a node v ∈ V . The computation proceeds in synchronous rounds, where in each round each
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v ∈ V can either beep or listen (but not both). If a node v listens in a given round it will
hear a beep only if one of the nodes in its neighborhood Nv beeps in this round; otherwise, v

hears a silence. The node v cannot distinguish the case where multiple of its neighbors beep
from the case where only a single neighbor beeps. If v beeps in a given round, it cannot tell
whether any of its neighboring nodes also beep in that same round.

At the onset, all devices are in a sleeping state. If some node beeps at some round, all
its sleeping neighbors wake up, set their local round-counter to 0, and start executing their
predefined algorithm (e.g., they start to listen or beep in the following round). Note that the
nodes do not possess a global clock and the notion of round number is local. However, for
analysis purposes, we denote by global round the round number according to the first node
that wakes up.

Nodes are assumed to know a bound on n = |V |. We assume that each node has access
to an (independent) random string. We do not assume the nodes have IDs, however, IDs can
be generated using the random string, with high probability. The nodes receive no inputs.
Yet, one distinguished node s ∈ V is the source and all other nodes know that they are not
the source. We refer to the set of nodes at distance i from the source s as (distance) layer i,
denoted by Li = {v ∈ V | d(s, v) = i}.

Beep Waves. Beep waves [17, 12] are a basic communication primitive in the beeping
model, which allows a single node to broadcast a message throughout the network, utilizing
the other nodes as relays. Informally, if some node v starts a beep wave, it beeps in some
round r, which causes its neighbors to beep in round r + 1, its distance-2 neighbors to beep
in round r + 2, and so on, until the beep wave reaches the entire network. Broadcasting
a message m is achieved by initiating |m| consecutive7 beep waves, where the i-th wave
behaves as above if mi = 1 or is silent (no beeps at all) if mi = 0.

Beep waves can also signal events in the network. In this case, all nodes are set to listen,
and v initiates a single beep wave when some event happens. Then, all the nodes learn about
that event when the beep wave propagates to them. Note that once the beep wave has passed
some node u, no further beeps that stem from the same beep wave are heard by u. Hence,
any future beeps will be correctly interpreted by u as the next beep wave. Alternatively, u

can (locally) terminate or transition to a new state once it hears the beep wave that indicates
termination or transitioning into new state. Thus, we obtain a mechanism for synchronizing
the network.

Reverse Beep Waves. Reverse beep waves, unlike normal beep waves, only propagate
inwards to the source (or more generally, some designated root). The primitive assumes
nodes are globally-synchronized, have already computed their distance to the source and
know some bound on the source’s eccentricity, dmax . Nodes separate rounds from 1 to 3dmax
into triplets of (three consecutive) rounds, referred to as rounds 0, 1 and 2 of that triplet.
Consider some node v ∈ Li for some i ∈ [dmax]. Within each triplet r, the node v can initiate
a reverse beep wave due to an external event. Otherwise (in triplet r), v either relays a
reverse beep wave or listens for a reverse beep wave. In the latter case, if v hears a beep (i.e.,
issued by its neighbors in Li+1) it relays the beep in triplet r + 1, which will then be relayed
by Li−1, and so on. Similar to “standard” beep waves, one can initiate several consecutive
reverse beep waves (separated by three triplets at every node, to avoid interference) which
will move separately one layer inwards per triplet without any cross-interference.

7 To avoid interference, a node listens in some round r, relays its beep in round r + 1 and ignores round
r + 2, since its neighbors are relaying the beep then. The node listens again in round r + 3 which belongs
to the following beep wave.
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45:8 Beeping Shortest Paths via Hypergraph Bipartite Decomposition

It remains to describe how nodes relay reverse beep waves. If a node v ∈ Li initiates a
beep wave in triplet r, then v beeps in round i mod 3 of the triplet r and stays idle for the
other two rounds of the triplet. Otherwise, v listens during triplet r, namely, in all three
rounds of the triplet. We say that v “hears” a reverse beep wave if it hears a beep in round
(i + 1) mod 3 of triplet r. Note that only nodes in Li+1, among neighbors of v, beep in round
(i + 1) mod 3 of any triplet, since any neighbor of v must belong in Li−1 ∪ Li ∪ Li+1. To
relay the beep heard in triplet r, the node v ∈ Li beeps in round i mod 3 of the triplet r + 1.

3 Problem Statement and Algorithm Overview

Assume an arbitrary network G = (V, E) in which one node s ∈ V is designated as the source.
At the onset, all nodes are asleep. The nodes in a set Y = {y1, . . . , yt} ⊆ V , referred to as the
destinations, experience external events that wake them up (unless already awake), possibly
at different times. We assume that each node yi ∈ Y knows that it is a destination even if
it wakes up upon hearing a beep (rather than due to an external event). This assumption
prevents the edge-case in which some nodes learn that they are destinations only in late
stages of the computation, e.g., after the construction terminates. We further assume that y1
wakes up first and yt last; this assumption is without loss of generality as the destinations do
not necessarily know whether they are y1, yt, or neither.

In this paper, we focus on two computational tasks related to the construction of shortest
paths between s and Y . Both tasks are specified by means of a distance policy π : 2[n] → 2[n]

that gets the set I = {1 ≤ i ≤ n | Y ∩ Li ̸= ∅} of destination occupied layer indices and
returns a set J = π(I) ⊆ I of target layer indices. For example, the set J can include the
minimum destination occupied layer index or all prime destination occupied layer indices or
all the destinations, etc. Note that we think of the distance policy π as a private information
of the source and the rest of the nodes can be oblivious to it. Let

YJ =
⋃
j∈J

Y ∩ Lj

be the set of all destinations that belong to the target layers.
In the single shortest path construction task, the goal is to construct a shortest path

between the source s and an arbitrary destination in YJ . The output of the single shortest
path construction task is provided by means of a binary variable zv ∈ {0, 1} returned by
each node v ∈ V when the execution terminates. These variables are subject to the following
constraint: there exists a shortest path p between s and an arbitrary destination in YJ such
that zv = 1 if and only if v is included in p.

The second task we solve is the shortest-path tree construction task. Here, we wish to
construct |YJ | shortest paths, one between s and each one of the destinations in YJ , so that
the union of the shortest paths forms a tree, namely, a YJ -spanning shortest-path tree rooted
at s. The output of the shortest-path tree construction task is also provided by means of
a binary variable zv ∈ {0, 1} returned by each node v ∈ V when the execution terminates.
These variables are subject to the following constraint: there exists a YJ -spanning shortest-
path tree T rooted at s such that zv = 1 if and only if v is included in T .

In both the single path and the shortest-path tree construction tasks, the computation
time (complexity) of the construction is defined to be the number of rounds from the time y1
wakes up until all the nodes return their output and terminate.
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3.1 Scheme Overview

As discussed in Section 1, our algorithms are composed of three phases, which we briefly
describe here.

The Wake-Up Phase

The execution commences once y1 wakes up and the objective of the wake-up phase is to
wake up the entire network and compute several parameters required for the next two phases.
Specifically, during the wake-up phase the nodes learn their distance from the source as well
as the source’s eccentricity dmax = max{d(v, s) | v ∈ V }. This is performed in a BFS-like
manner, where the source initiates the BFS by issuing a single beep, which is then relayed
throughout the network. The node v can retrieve its distance from s from the round number
in which the relayed beep wave is received at v. Using this mechanism, the nodes also
synchronize their clocks so that they all agree on the current round number despite their
unsynchronized wake-up (a.k.a. having globally synchronized clocks).

Following that, we invoke a distance gathering scheme that allows all nodes to gather
crucial information regarding the destination set Y . To this end, for each 1 ≤ i ≤ dmax, let

SPi = {v ∈ V | d(s, v) + d(v, y) = i for some y ∈ Y ∩ Li}

be the set of nodes that belong to some shortest path between s and y for some (at least
one) destination y ∈ Y ∩Li. The distance gathering scheme runs for O(D) rounds and when
it terminates, each node v ∈ V knows whether v ∈ SPi for each 1 ≤ i ≤ dmax (recall that the
nodes already know dmax).

To implement the distance gathering scheme, a destination that belongs to layer Li

initiates a reverse beep wave in a specific round chosen as a function of i so that the reverse
beep waves of destinations in consecutive layers travel towards the source in consecutive
rounds (up to an agreed upon spacing that prevents interference). This allows all nodes to
identify whether they belong to SPi for each 1 ≤ i ≤ dmax, thus fulfilling the scheme’s goal.

Since s ∈ SPi if and only if |Y ∩ Li| ̸= ∅, it follows that the distance gathering scheme
allows the source s to learn the set I = {1 ≤ i ≤ n | Y ∩Li ≠ ∅} of destination occupied layer
indices. The source can now apply the distance policy π to I and obtain the set J = π(I) of
target layer indices. The set J is then disseminated throughout the network in O(D) rounds
by a standard broadcast through beep waves.

Following the dissemination of the set J of target layer indices, each node v ∈ V knows
whether it is included in the set

SPJ =
⋃
j∈J

SPj

of nodes that belong to a shortest path to some destination in YJ . The nodes v ∈ V \ SPJ

set their output bit zv to 0 and turn themselves off as they do not participate in the next
two phases of the algorithm. The following theorem is established in Section 7.

▶ Theorem 5. The wake-up phase takes O(D) rounds, after which each node v ∈ V knows
(1) d(v, s); (2) dmax; (3) J ; and (4) whether v ∈ SPJ . Moreover, all nodes complete the
wake-up phase in the same (global) round, thus from that point on, the nodes have globally-
synchronized clocks.
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The Preprocessing Phase

The preprocessing phase is invoked by the nodes in SPJ once the wake-up phase completes.
As discussed in Section 1, the objective of the preprocessing phase is to solve the HBD
instances defined over the pairs of adjacent layers Li and Li+1 for each 0 ≤ i ≤ dmax− 1. For
every pair of adjacent layers, we solve two instances of HBD: one instance with the nodes in
Li playing the role of the vertices and the nodes in Li+1 playing the role of the hyperedges
(the “inwards” direction) and one instance with exchanged roles (the “outwards” direction).

The crucial point is that we can parallelize the invocations of the HBD procedure on
the different layer pairs as long as they are spaced apart so that interference is avoided.
This results in a round complexity which is independent of the network’s diameter D. The
following theorem is established in Section 4.

▶ Theorem 6. The preprocessing phase takes O(log3 n) rounds. Upon completion of this
phase, each node v ∈ SPJ holds the variables cout(v), cin(v) ∈ [k]∪{⊥} and csout(v), csin(v) ∈
2[k], where k = O(log2 n). Assuming that v ∈ Li for 0 ≤ i ≤ dmax, the following conditions
are satisfied whp:
1. cout(v) = ⊥ if and only if SPJ ∩Nv ∩Li+1 = ∅, i.e., v has no SPJ neighbor in layer i + 1;
2. cin(v) = ⊥ if and only if i = 0, i.e., v = s;
3. if cout(v) ∈ [k], then there exists exactly one node u ∈ SPJ ∩Nv∩Li+1 such that cout(v) ∈

csout(u); and
4. if cin(v) ∈ [k], then there exists exactly one node u ∈ SPJ ∩Nv ∩ Li−1 such that cin(v) ∈

csin(u).

The Path Construction Phase

The path construction phase is invoked once the preprocessing phase completes. As its name
implies, this phase is responsible for constructing the actual path(s) and its implementation
depends on the specific task we wish to solve.

Single Path Construction. This task is implemented by growing a path step-by-step from
the source s outwards, through the nodes in SPJ , until a destination is reached. The fact that
SPJ only contains nodes that reside on a shortest path to some destination effectively restricts
the above process to sample a single shortest path from s to an (arbitrary) destination in YJ ,
out of all such shortest paths. Employing the cout(v) and csout(v) variables that each node
v ∈ SPJ holds, the path growing process is executed while spending O(log log n) rounds per
hop. The following theorem is established in Section 5.

▶ Theorem 7. Fix some distance policy π : 2[n] → 2[n] and let Y ⊆ V be a set of destinations.
There exists an algorithm that constructs a shortest path between the source s and an arbitrary
destination y ∈ YJ in O(D log log n + log3 n) rounds whp.

Shortest-path Tree Construction. The naive approach towards implementing this task is
to grow a path from each destination in YJ towards the source. This approach, however, hits
an obstacle if multiple path growing processes interfere with each other (which is inevitable
whenever multiple destinations reside in the same layer). To be more concrete, think of
a scenario where multiple nodes v ∈ Li attempt to beep their colors simultaneously, thus
introducing interference for the nodes u ∈ Li−1 and preventing them from decoding any of
the colors.
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There are several approaches to bypass this hurdle. The first is to use superimposed-
codes [23], which allow nodes at layer i− 1 to correctly obtain the colors of up to t = |Y |
layer i nodes that beep simultaneously. However, beeping a color in this case would require
O(t2 log log n) rounds, which is suitable only when the number t of destinations is relatively
small. In this paper, we do not make any assumptions on t, allowing in particular for t =
O(n) destinations, which makes this solution too expensive, especially if the value of t is not
known to the parties.

Instead, we utilize the fact that our HBD solutions use relatively small color palettes, that
is, k = O(log2 n). Hence, we can unary encode each color, using k rounds, which allows us
to bypass the interference obstacle. Specifically, given that the tree growing process already
reached a node v ∈ SPJ ∩Li, we allocate k (rather than O(log k)) rounds to the (sub)task
of identifying a node u ∈ SPJ ∩Nv ∩ Li−1. Within this window of k rounds, node v beeps
in round cin(v) ∈ [k]. Following that, a node u ∈ SPJ ∩Li−1 identifies itself as part of the
constructed tree if it hears a beep in a round indexed by (at least) one of the colors in its
color set csin(u). (Notice that several paths that reach layer i may merge into a single path
at layer i− 1.) This process continues, spending O(k) rounds per layer, until the source is
reached. The following theorem is established in Section 6.

▶ Theorem 8. Fix some distance policy π : 2[n] → 2[n] and let Y ⊆ V be a set of destinations.
There exists an algorithm that constructs a YJ -spanning shortest-path tree rooted at s in
O(D log2 n + log3 n) rounds whp.

4 Preprocessing Phase

The preprocessing phase is invoked, by all SPJ nodes in synchrony, upon completion of the
wake-up phase. Its guarantees are cast in Theorem 6 stated above. To avoid cumbersome
expressions, the graph theoretic notation used in the scope of the current section takes the
subgraph G(SPJ) induced by G on SPJ as the underlying graph; in particular, we use the
layer notation Li while we actually refer to Li ∩ SPJ .

At the heart of the preprocessing phase, lies an HBD procedure that operates under
the beeping model. This procedure is invoked on an (ordered) layer pair (Li,Li′), where
|i− i′| = 1 (that is, the layers are adjacent), and is implemented (only) by the nodes included
in these two layers; to simplify the presentation, we subsequently denote L = Li and L′ =
Li′ . Taking Mv = Nv ∩ L′ to be the neighborhood in L′ of a node v ∈ L, the goal of the
procedure is to construct an HBD solution on the hypergraph

H =
(
L′, {Mv}v∈L : Mv ̸=∅

)
;

that is, we identify each node v ∈ L with the hyperedge Mv. The HBD procedure assigns a
color c(v) ∈ [k] ∪ {⊥} to each node v ∈ L and a color set cs(u) ∈ 2[k] to each node u ∈ L′.
These assignments are subject to the following two constraints for each node v ∈ L: (1)
c(v) = ⊥ if and only if Mv = ∅; and (2) if Mv ≠ ∅, then there exists exactly one node u ∈Mv

such that c(v) ∈ cs(u). The procedure runs in O(log3 n) rounds and succeeds whp.
Before presenting the implementation of the HBD procedure, let us explain how the

procedure is employed to achieve the objectives of the preprocessing phase as stated in
Theorem 6. First, we invoke the HBD procedure on the layer pair (Li,Li+1) for i =
0, 1, . . . , dmax − 1, assigning cout(v) ← c(v) for each node v ∈ Li and csout(u) ← cs(u) for
each node u ∈ Li+1. Then, we invoke the HBD procedure on the layer pair (Li+1,Li) for
i = 0, 1, . . . , dmax− 1, assigning cin(v)← c(v) for each node v ∈ Li+1 and csin(u)← cs(u) for
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each node u ∈ Li. Recalling that each invocation of the procedure takes O(log3 n) rounds
and succeeds whp, the remaining challenge is to parallelize these invocations so that the
running time of all of them remains O(log3 n).

To this end, we exploit the simple fact that the beeps of nodes belonging to layers i and
j do not interfere as long as |i− j| ≥ 3. This means that if |i− j| ≥ 3, then we can safely
invoke the HBD procedure concurrently on the layer pairs (Li,Li+1) and (Lj ,Lj+1) as well
as on the layer pairs (Li+1,Li) and (Lj+1,Lj).

Algorithm 1 The preprocessing phase.

1: for ℓ ∈ {0, 1, 2} do
2: run concurrently for all 0 ≤ i ≤ dmax − 1 such that i = ℓ mod 3:
3: invoke the HBD procedure on the layer pair (Li,Li+1)
4: for all v ∈ Li do
5: cout(v)← c(v)
6: for all u ∈ Li+1 do
7: csout(u)← cs(u)
8: run concurrently for all 0 ≤ i ≤ dmax − 1 such that i = ℓ mod 3:
9: invoke the HBD procedure on the layer pair (Li+1,Li)

10: for all v ∈ Li+1 do
11: cin(v)← c(v)
12: for all u ∈ Li do
13: csin(u)← cs(u)

Consequently, the preprocessing phase consists of 6 subphases, indexed by δ ∈ {out, in}
and ℓ ∈ {0, 1, 2}. In subphase (out, ℓ) (resp., (in, ℓ)), we invoke the HBD procedure on the
layer pairs (Li,Li+1) (resp., (Li+1,Li)) for all 0 ≤ i ≤ dmax− 1 such that i = ℓ mod 3. Refer
to Algorithm 1 for a pseudocode of the preprocessing phase. Since each subphase takes
O(log3 n) rounds and succeeds whp, it follows that the whole phase takes O(log3 n) rounds
and succeeds whp as promised in Theorem 6.

Implementing the HBD Procedure. We now turn to explain how the HBD procedure
works. To facilitate the exposition, we first present the procedure as an abstract iterative
“exponential backoff” process, irrespective of the computational model in which it operates;
refer to Algorithm 2 for a pseudocode. Following that, we provide an implementation of this
process in the beeping model that runs in O(log3 n) rounds and succeeds whp.

Consider an invocation of the HBD procedure on a layer pair (L,L′). Initially, the
procedure sets c(v)← ⊥ for each node v ∈ L and cs(u)← ∅ for each node u ∈ L′. Following
that, the procedure consists of ⌊log n⌋ + 1 successive epochs, each running for Θ(log n)
iterations, so that iteration 1 ≤ j ≤ Θ(log n) of epoch 0 ≤ i ≤ ⌊log n⌋ is responsible for the
assignment of color (i, j).

During iteration (i, j), each node u ∈ L′ samples a Bernoulli random variable Xu(i, j)
whose success probability is 2−i and adds the color (i, j) to cs(u), assigning cs(u)← cs(u) ∪
{(i, j)}, if Xu(i, j) = 1. Assuming that a node v ∈ L is still uncolored (i.e., c(v) = ⊥) at the
beginning of iteration (i, j), we assign c(v)← (i, j) if there is exactly one node u ∈Mv such
that Xu(i, j) = 1.

▶ Lemma 9. The abstract HBD procedure (Algorithm 2) constructs a feasible HBD solution
whp. The procedure takes O(log2 n) rounds and features a color palette of size k = O(log2 n).
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Algorithm 2 An abstract view of the HBD procedure when invoked on a layer pair (L, L′).

1: for all v ∈ L do
2: c(v)← ⊥
3: for all u ∈ L′ do
4: cs(u)← ∅
5: for i = 0, 1, . . . , ⌊log n⌋ do
6: for j = 1, . . . , Θ(log n) do
7: for all u ∈ L′ do
8: Xu(i, j)← Bernoulli(2−i)
9: if Xu(i, j) = 1 then

10: cs(u)← cs(u) ∪ {(i, j)}
11: for all v ∈ L such that c(v) = ⊥ do
12: if Xu(i, j) = 1 for exactly one node u ∈Mv then
13: c(v)← (i, j)

Proof. Observe first that the process is designed so that if c(v) = (i, j) then there exists
exactly one node u ∈ Mv with (i, j) ∈ cs(u) (this holds with probability 1). To establish
the assertion, it remains to show that upon termination of the procedure, the function c(·)
satisfies c(v) ̸= ⊥ for all nodes v ∈ {w ∈ L |Mw ̸= ∅} whp.

To this end, fix some node v ∈ L with |Mv| = r > 0 and consider epoch i = ⌊log r⌋ of the
procedure. We say that iteration 1 ≤ j ≤ Θ(log n) of epoch i is successful if Xu(i, j) = 1 for
exactly one node u ∈Mv. For each node u ∈Mv, let Au denote the event that Xu(i, j) = 1
and Xu′(i, j) = 0 for all nodes u′ ∈Mv \ {u}. Observe that

P(Au) = 2−⌊log r⌋ ·
(

1− 2−⌊log r⌋
)r−1

≥ 1
r
·
(

1− 2
r

)r−1
;

it is then easy to verify that P(Au) = 1 for r = 1 and P(Au) = 1/4 for r = 2; for r ≥ 3, the
inequality yields P(Au) ≥ Ω(1/r). Since the events Au, u ∈Mv, are disjoint, it follows that
the probability that iteration j is successful is

P

( ∨
u∈Mv

Au

)
=

∑
u∈Mv

P(Au) ≥ r · Ω(1/r) = Ω(1) ,

independently of the other iterations. Therefore, at least one iteration of epoch i is successful
whp which means that if v is not colored during an earlier epoch, then v is colored by the
end of epoch i whp. ◀

For the beeping implementation of the HBD procedure, notice that the only component
of the aforementioned abstract iterative process that cannot be implemented, out of the
box, under the beeping model is the part in which an uncolored node v ∈ L tests whether
Xu(i, j) = 1 for exactly one node u ∈Mv (Line 12 in Algorithm 2). To overcome this obstacle,
we use the following standard technique: Iteration 1 ≤ j ≤ Θ(log n) of epoch 0 ≤ i ≤ ⌊log n⌋
is implemented by means of Θ(log n) sub-iterations, each consisting of two rounds. A node u ∈
L′ that samples Xu(i, j) = 1 beeps once in each sub-iteration ℓ = 1, . . . , Θ(log n), where the
round in which u beeps is picked uniformly at random (and independently of the the other sub-
iterations) among the two rounds of sub-iteration ℓ. An (uncolored) node v ∈ L assigns c(v)←
(i, j) if and only if v hears exactly one beep in each sub-iteration during iteration j of epoch i.
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▶ Lemma 10. A node v ∈ L assigns c(v)← (i, j) if and only if Xu(i, j) = 1 for exactly one
node u ∈Mv whp.

Proof. The if direction clearly holds with probability 1. For the only if direction, notice
that if Xu(i, j) = 1 and Xu′(i, j) = 1 for two distinct nodes u, u′ ∈ Mv, then u and u′

beep in the same round in all sub-iterations of iteration j of epoch i in an exponentially
decreasing probability with the number of sub-iterations. This means that v avoids assigning
c(v)← (i, j) whp. ◀

Combining Lemmas 9 and 10, we conclude that the beeping-model implementation of
the HBD procedure succeeds whp. Theorem 6 follows as this implementation consists of
O(log n) epochs, each consists of O(log n) iterations, each consists of O(log n) sub-iterations,
each consists of O(1) rounds, which sums up to O(log3 n) rounds in total. The palette size
k = O(log2 n) remains as guaranteed by the abstract HBD procedure, Lemma 9.

5 Single Shortest Path Construction

In this section we consider the task of constructing a single path between the source and an
arbitrary destination. We describe the path construction phase which is invoked by all SPJ

nodes in synchrony, upon completion of the preprocessing phase. The pseudo-code of the
path construction phase is provided in Algorithm 3. After the completion of this phase, we
are guaranteed with the statement of Theorem 7, which we now recall.

Algorithm 3 Path construction phase (for node v).

1: Init: statev ← active if v = s; otherwise statev ← non-active

2: for ℓ = 1 to jmax ≜ max J do
3: if statev = active and v /∈ YJ and d(v, s) = ℓ− 1 then
4: beep the value cout(v) ▷ In O(log log n) rounds
5: else if d(v, s) = ℓ then
6: listen for O(log log n) rounds and set ĉ as the value heard
7: if ĉ ∈ csout(v) then statev ← active
8: else
9: stay idle for O(log log n) rounds ▷ Ensures synchronized iterations

10: output 1 if statev = active; otherwise output 0

▶ Theorem 7. Fix some distance policy π : 2[n] → 2[n] and let Y ⊆ V be a set of destinations.
There exists an algorithm that constructs a shortest path between the source s and an arbitrary
destination y ∈ YJ in O(D log log n + log3 n) rounds whp.

Nodes in SPJ construct a shortest path outwards, layer by layer, from the source to an
arbitrary destination in YJ . More precisely, the path is constructed in (up to) jmax = max J

iterations of O(log log n) rounds, such that each iteration extends the path by one layer
outwards. Initially, the source is active. In iteration 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ jmax, the active node vℓ−1,
which is in Lℓ−1, beeps the binary encoding of its color cout(vℓ−1). That is, for 1 ≤ i ≤
O(log log n), node vℓ−1 beeps in the i-th round if and only if the i-th bit of cout(vℓ−1) is
1. Then, every node u ∈ SPJ ∩Lℓ that hears a color that belongs in its color set csout(u)
becomes active. Theorem 6 guarantees that among SPJ ∩Nvℓ−1 ∩ Lℓ, exactly a single node
becomes active. After at most jmax iterations, the path will reach some destination in YJ ;
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this destination will remain silent, preventing the path from extending any further. All the
nodes that have become active during this process output 1 and form the shortest path,
whereas all of the other nodes output 0.

▶ Lemma 11. The path construction phase (Algorithm 3) takes O(D log log n) rounds. Upon
completion, the set of nodes {v ∈ V | zv = 1} forms a shortest path between s and some
destination in YJ .

Proof. Bounding the round complexity is straightforward: The outer loop runs for jmax =
O(D) iterations, where each iteration takes O(log log n) rounds.

Next, we prove by induction on 0 ≤ ℓ ≤ jmax that the active nodes at the end of the ℓ-th
iteration form a shortest path between s and either (a) (an arbitrary node in) SPJ ∩Lℓ, or
(s) some destination y ∈ Yj for j ∈ J ∩ [ℓ]. Since SPjmax consists of destinations only, the
induction statement for ℓ = jmax implies the correctness of the third subphase.

For the base case ℓ = 0 (i.e., the initial state), the only active node is s and since s ∈ SPJ ,
the claim holds trivially. Next, assume that the above holds for some 0 ≤ ℓ < jmax and
consider the next iteration, with ℓ′ = ℓ + 1. By the induction hypothesis, the active nodes at
the end of the ℓ-th iteration form a shortest path between s and either (a) an arbitrary node in
SPJ ∩Lℓ, or (s) some destination y ∈ Yj for j ∈ J∩ [ℓ]. In case (s), the path no longer extends
since the destination y does not beep its color cout(y) (Line 3). Hence, we now consider case
(a). Let (s, v1)(v1, v2) · · · (vℓ−1, vℓ) be the currently-constructed shortest path. Recall that all
these nodes are active at the end of the ℓ-th iteration (and beyond). Note that vℓ ∈ Lℓ. Thus,
during iteration ℓ′ = ℓ + 1, the node vℓ beeps its color cout(vℓ) (Line 4). Theorem 6 ensures
that there exists exactly one node u ∈ SPJ ∩Nvℓ

∩ Lℓ′ that has cout(vℓ) ∈ csout(u). Also note
that no other node in Lℓ is active (by the induction hypothesis), thus u hears the color cout(vℓ)
without any interference and becomes active. This satisfies the induction claim for ℓ′. ◀

The above lemma immediately leads to proving our first main theorem.

Proof of Theorem 7. The round complexity and correctness of the path construction phase
both follow from Theorems 5 and 6, and Lemma 11. ◀

6 Shortest-path Tree Construction

In this section we generalize the task of constructing a single shortest path (described in
Section 5) to the case where we wish to obtain multiple shortest path, one per destination,
that together form a tree rooted at the source. We describe the tree construction phase which
is invoked by all SPJ nodes in synchrony, upon completion of the preprocessing phase. The
pseudo-code of the tree construction phase is depicted in Algorithm 4. After the completion
of this phase, we are guaranteed with the statement of Theorem 8, which we now recall.

▶ Theorem 8. Fix some distance policy π : 2[n] → 2[n] and let Y ⊆ V be a set of destinations.
There exists an algorithm that constructs a YJ -spanning shortest-path tree rooted at s in
O(D log2 n + log3 n) rounds whp.

Towards the above goal, each destination in YJ initiates the construction of a single
path that grows from that destination towards the source. Paths that start at the furthest
destinations in YJ start growing first, one layer per iteration. In each new iteration, new paths
may start growing (if a layer with destinations in YJ is reached) but also multiple shortest
paths may merge together by reaching the same node. This process continues until all shortest
paths merge together at the source, resulting in a YJ -spanning shortest-path tree rooted at s.
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Algorithm 4 Tree construction phase (for node v).

1: Init: statev ← active if v ∈ YJ ; otherwise statev ← non-active

2: for ℓ = 1 to jmax do
3: if statev = active and d(v, s) = jmax − ℓ + 1 then
4: during the next k = O(log2 n) rounds, beep only in the cin(v)-th round
5: else
6: listen for k = O(log2 n) rounds
7: set ĉ = {i | a beep was heard in round i}
8: if ĉ ∩ csin(v) ̸= ∅ then statev ← active
9: output 1 if statev = active; otherwise output 0.

More precisely, the tree is constructed in jmax = max J iterations of O(log2 n) rounds. In
iteration 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ jmax, any active node va in Ljmax−ℓ+1 beeps the unary encoding of its color
cin(va): that is, node va beeps in round cin(va) of the iteration. Then, every node u ∈ Ljmax−ℓ

that hears a color that belongs in its color set csin(u) becomes active. (Note that here, u may
hear multiple such colors.) Theorem 6 guarantees that for any va ∈ Ljmax−ℓ+1, exactly a
single node in SPJ ∩Nva

∩ Ljmax−ℓ becomes active. After jmax iterations, all shortest paths
(where some may have merged together) reach the source. All the nodes that have become
active during this process output 1 and form the YJ -spanning shortest-path tree, whereas all
the other nodes output 0.

▶ Lemma 12. The tree construction phase (Algorithm 4) takes O(D log2 n) rounds. Upon
completion, the set of nodes {v ∈ V | zv = 1} forms a YJ -spanning shortest-path tree rooted
at s.

Proof. Bounding the round complexity is straightforward: The outer loop runs for jmax =
O(D) iterations, where each iteration takes O(log2 n) rounds.

Next, we prove by induction on 0 ≤ ℓ ≤ jmax that at the end of iteration ℓ, the active nodes
in LL – where L = {jmax − ℓ, . . . , jmax} and LL ≜

⋃
j∈L Lj – form (1) a forest, with roots in

Rℓ ⊆ SPJ ∩Ljmax−ℓ, that is also (2) the union of shortest paths from every destination in
YJ ∩LL to (arbitrary nodes in) Rℓ. Importantly, the induction statement for ℓ = jmax implies
that the set of nodes {v ∈ V | zv = 1} forms a YJ -spanning shortest-path tree rooted at s.

For the base case ℓ = 0 (i.e., the initial state), the set of destinations in Ljmax satisfies (1)
and (2) trivially. Next, assume that the above holds for some 0 ≤ ℓ < jmax and consider the
next iteration, with ℓ′ = ℓ + 1. By the induction hypothesis, the active nodes in LL form
(1) a forest Fℓ, with roots Rℓ ⊆ SPJ ∩Ljmax−ℓ, that is also (2) the union of shortest paths
from every destination in YJ ∩ LL to Rℓ. Consider some root va ∈ Rℓ of that forest. Note
that va ∈ Ljmax−ℓ. Hence, va is active at the end of the ℓ-th iteration (and beyond). Thus,
during iteration ℓ′ = ℓ + 1, the node va beeps its color cin(va) (Line 4). Theorem 6 ensures
that there exists a single node u ∈ SPJ ∩Nva

∩ Ljmax−ℓ′ that has cin(va) ∈ csin(u). Note
that although other nodes in Lℓ may be active, beeping the unary encoding of cin(vjmax−ℓ)
ensures that u hears the color cin(vjmax−ℓ) and becomes active.

Let L′ = {jmax − ℓ′, . . . , jmax} and LL′ ≜
⋃

j∈L′ Lj . The set of active nodes in LL′ \ LL

are the new root nodes, denoted by Rℓ′ , and can be separated into (a) the (aforementioned)
nodes which become active by hearing a color, and (s) destinations in Ljmax−ℓ′ \Rℓ′ , which
are active from the start, and do not extend an already-constructed path initiated at some
destination in YJ ∩ LL. Note that all trees in LL are node-disjoint branches of the first set
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(a) of active nodes. Hence, the set of active nodes in LL′ forms a forest, rooted in Rℓ′ that
is also the union of (a) for every destination y ∈ YJ ∩ LL, a shortest path from y to (an
arbitrary node in) Rℓ′ and (s) for every destination y ∈ (YJ ∩ Ljmax−ℓ′) \ Rℓ′ , if there are
any, a 0-length shortest path. This satisfies the induction claim for ℓ′. ◀

The above lemma immediately leads to proving our second main theorem.

Proof of Theorem 8. The round complexity and correctness of the tree construction phase
both follow from Theorems 5 and 6, and Lemma 12. ◀

7 Wake-up Phase

Due to our unsynchronized wake-up assumption, nodes may start the wake-up phase in
different (global) rounds. Moreover, at the onset of the computation, nodes have very little
information about the network’s topology. The wake-up phase takes care of these issues.
That is, upon completion of the phase, we are guaranteed with the statement of Theorem 5,
which we now recall.

▶ Theorem 5. The wake-up phase takes O(D) rounds, after which each node v ∈ V knows
(1) d(v, s); (2) dmax; (3) J ; and (4) whether v ∈ SPJ . Moreover, all nodes complete the
wake-up phase in the same (global) round, thus from that point on, the nodes have globally-
synchronized clocks.

7.1 Detailed Description
The wake-up phase consists of four subphases, which we now describe; see Algorithm 5 for
the complete pseudo-code.

In the first subphase, every node beeps upon waking up, which in turn wakes any non-
awake neighbor of this node. This part guarantees that all nodes wake up within D rounds.
(Note, however, that D is unknown at this point, and nodes do not count on D to move to
the next subphase.) Once the source s wakes up, it initiates one more beep that is relayed
by all the other nodes throughout the network, effectively creating a synchronization beep
wave: each node that hears this second beep relays it and immediately switches to the second
subphase. Therefore, nodes at the same distance to the source start the second subphase at
the same (global) round. (See Section 2 to recall the beep wave primitive description.)

As a corollary of the above, neighboring nodes start the second subphase within at most
one global round of each other. Under this condition, nodes can simulate, in a simple fashion,
any algorithm that assumes nodes have a global clock (Algorithm 5; cf. [16, 13, 19]). Hence, in
the second subphase, nodes simulate a slightly modified version of the EstimateDiameter
procedure presented in [12], and presented in Algorithm 6 for completeness. (For clarity,
each simulated round of EstimateDiameter is called a step.) The simulation of this
(modified) procedure ensures that upon completion, all nodes have learned their distance to
the source d(s, v) and the eccentricity of the source dmax. Furthermore, the simulation of
EstimateDiameter takes exactly the same number of steps for all nodes. After completing
the simulation, each node v waits an additional dmax − d(s, v) rounds before finishing the
second subphase, which compensates for its time difference with respect to the time of the
source and guarantees that all the nodes start the third subphase exactly at the same global
round.
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Algorithm 5 Wake-up phase (for node v).

First subphase:
1: beep in the first round and stay idle for the next round ▷ Upon wake up
2: if v = s then ▷ s starts the synchronization beep wave.
3: beep in round 4 and stay idle in rounds 3, 5 and 6
4: else
5: listen, starting from round 3, until a beep is heard in some round r

6: beep in round r + 1 and stay idle for the next two rounds

Second subphase:
7: for each triplet i ≥ 1 of consecutive rounds ri, ri + 1, ri + 2 do ▷ triplet i simulates

step i of v

8: if v beeps in step i of EstimateDiameter then
9: beep (only) in round ri + 1

10: else ▷ v listens in step i of EstimateDiameter
11: listen in rounds ri, ri + 1, and ri + 2
12: if one beep or more were heard then
13: record a beep for step i in EstimateDiameter simulation
14: if the EstimateDiameter simulation terminate at the end of step i then
15: exit the loop at the end of round ri + 2. ▷ v now knows dmax and d(s, v).
16: stay idle for dmax − d(s, v) rounds

Third subphase:
17: for j = 1 to dmax do
18: spv[j]← 0
19: invoke the reverse beep wave primitive for 3(4dmax − 2) rounds, and
20: for triplet r = 1 to 4dmax − 2 during the reverse beep wave primitive do
21: if v ∈ Y and r = 3(d(v, s)− 1) + 1 then
22: initiate a reverse beep wave in triplet r

23: spv[d(v, s)]← 1
24: else
25: if v relays a beep in triplet r then
26: spv[(r + 2 + d(s, v))/4]← 1

Fourth subphase:
27: if v = s then
28: decide on J ⊆ [dmax] ▷ Via the distance policy π

29: broadcast J using beep waves ▷ O(D) rounds
30: else
31: receive J by listening to the beep waves ▷ O(D) rounds
32: if v ̸∈ SPJ then output 0 and terminate

Note that from the third subphase onwards, nodes start simultaneously. The third
subphase – the distance gathering scheme – computes the sets SPi in parallel for every
i ∈ [dmax]. Recall that SPi is the set of nodes that reside on some shortest path between s

and some destination in Li. More precisely, each node v computes a dmax-size array spv[·]
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such that, for every i ∈ [dmax], spv[i] = 1 if and only if v ∈ SPi. Computing a single set SPi,
for an a priori known i, is simple. A reverse beep wave (described in Section 2) is initiated
by all destinations in Y ∩ Li and relayed by all nodes in SPi. Indeed, one can see that the
paths along which the reverse beep wave propagates, {(y, vi−1), . . . , (v1, s) | ∀y ∈ Y ∩Li,∀j ∈
[i− 1], vj ∈ Lj}, are exactly the shortest paths between s and some destination in Li.

However, it is more tricky to compute all the sets SPi in parallel. To do so, we pipeline
dmax reverse beep waves. The first reverse beep wave is initiated by all the destinations
in L1 in the first round, the second reverse beep wave by all destinations in L2 three triplets
later (i.e., in round 10), and so on. (By separating consecutive reverse beep waves by three
triplets, reverse beep waves do not interfere with each other.) Intermediate nodes deduce
which reverse beep wave they currently relay from the triplet in which they hear the beep.
In particular, when v relays a beep in triplet r, then r = 3(i− 1) + 1 + i− d(s, v) for some
i ∈ [dmax]; the i-th beep wave starts in triplet 3(i− 1) + 1 and moves one layer towards the
source per subsequent triplet. Hence, whenever v relays a beep in triplet r, it computes
i = (r + 2 + d(s, v))/4 and concludes that v ∈ SPi.

In the fourth and final subphase, the source decides on some set of distances J ⊆ [dmax]
by applying the distance policy, J = π(I) with I = {1 ≤ i ≤ n | Y ∩Li ≠ ∅}. We will assume
that YJ is non-empty; otherwise, no node will execute the following phases and thus no path
will be constructed (recall that YJ =

⋃
j∈J Y ∩Lj). The source then broadcasts J to all nodes

using dmax consecutive beep waves. More precisely, s broadcasts the (indicator function)
string x = x1x2 . . . xdmax , where xi = 1 if and only if i ∈ J , from which J can be extracted
trivially. Finally, nodes which do not belong in SPJ turn themselves off and terminate with
output 0. Consequently, the following phases are executed only by nodes in SPJ =

⋃
j∈J SPj .

Diameter Estimation. For completeness, we give the pseudo-code of the modified version of
EstimateDiameter (from [12]), used in the second subphase, as well as the corresponding
proofs.

▶ Lemma 13. EstimateDiameter assumes that all nodes wake up simultaneously and
takes O(dmax) steps. Upon completion, every node v knows d(v, s) and dmax. Moreover, all
nodes terminate EstimateDiameter in the same step.

Proof. The source s beeps in the first step. By a simple induction (and Line 10 of Algorithm 6),
all nodes at distance 0 ≤ i ≤ dmax (from s) hear their first beep in step i and relay this beep
in step i + 1. Hence, for every node v ∈ V , the output dv is indeed d(v, s) (even for s due to
the initialization).

The above mentioned relay beeps start dmax consecutive “reverse beep waves” (slightly dif-
ferent from those described in Section 2). More precisely, nodes at distance i from s start the
ith reverse beep wave in step i+1 through the relay beeps. To prove this, first consider the fol-
lowing claim: for any node v ̸= s, after its first beep, node v beeps in step r = d(v, s) + 3k + 1
(for some k ≥ 1) if and only if one of its neighbors at distance d(v, s) + 1 from s beeps in step
r−2. To show the claim, it suffices to show that no other neighbor of v may beep in step r−2.
(The rest follows from the algorithm description.) This is clearly true for neighbors at distance
d(v, s) from s (see Line 12 of Algorithm 6). As for the other neighbors of v, they must be at dis-
tance d(v, s)−1 from s and thus they can only beep in steps d(v, s) and d(v, s)+3k (for k ≥ 1).
This proves the claim. Moreover, note that r = d(v, s)+3k+1 = (d(v, s)−1)+3(k+1)−1 (for
any k ≥ 0). Combined with the above claim, it is clear that the relay beeps produce reverse
beep waves which take two steps to propagate one layer. In addition, each new beep wave starts
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Algorithm 6 EstimateDiameter [12] (for node v).

1: dv ← 0, dmax ← 0
2: if v = s then
3: beep in the first step
4: listen until v does not hear a beep in three consecutive steps: r − 3, r − 2 and r − 1
5: dmax ← r/3− 1
6: broadcast dmax using beep waves
7: else
8: listen in all steps, until the first step r′ in which v hears a beep
9: dv ← r′

10: beep in the next step r′ + 1
11: for each triplet of steps r′ + 3k − 1, r′ + 3k, r′ + 3k + 1, where k ≥ 1 do
12: listen in step r′ + 3k − 1 ▷ Listen for a reverse wave
13: stay idle for step r′ + 3k

14: if beep heard (during step r′ + 3k − 1) then
15: beep in step r′ + 3k + 1 ▷ Relay two steps later to avoid interference
16: else
17: stay idle in step r′ + 3k + 1 and exit the for loop
18: receive dmax using beep waves
19: stay idle for dmax − dv steps ▷ For simultaneous termination
20: output (dv, dmax) and terminate

one step later and one layer further from the source. Hence, the source receives a reverse beep
wave every three steps: i.e., in steps 2 + 3k, for 0 ≤ k ≤ dmax − 1. Lines 4–5 of Algorithm 6
ensure that the source correctly computes r = 2 + 3(dmax − 1) + 4 = 3(dmax + 1) and dmax.

Let rs be the step in which the source starts broadcasting dmax. (This is done using dmax

consecutive beep waves – see the beep waves primitive’s description in Section 2.) Note that
in all steps r′′ ≥ rs, all other nodes are executing Line 18 of Algorithm 6: that is, listening
and waiting for the beep wave. Hence, all nodes correctly receive dmax. In fact, each node
v ∈ V terminates the broadcast in step rs + 3(dmax + 1) + d(v, s). (Each node detects a
beep wave is the last when it does not hear a beep in the subsequent three steps.) Since
node v terminates Algorithm 6 exactly dmax − dv = dmax − d(v, s) steps afterward, all nodes
terminate simultaneously. This completes the proof. ◀

7.2 Analysis of the Wake-up Phase
First, we prove Lemmas 14–17 for the subphases’ guarantees. These lemmas lead up to a
proof of Theorem 5.

▶ Lemma 14. The first subphase takes O(D) rounds. Upon completion, all nodes have
woken up. Moreover, for every i ∈ [dmax], every node v ∈ Li complete the first subphase
simultaneously. Hence, every two neighboring nodes u and v complete within one global round
of each other.

Proof. Recall that all nodes beep in their first round (Line 1 of Algorithm 5). As a result,
for any two neighboring nodes u, v ∈ V , the node v wakes up one round after u at the latest
(or vice versa). Hence, all nodes wake up within the first D global rounds.

Denote by r the global round in which the source wakes up. The source starts the
synchronization beep wave in round r + 4 (Line 3 of Algorithm 5). For neighbors of the
source, this beep is the first beep they hear starting from their third local round. Hence,
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they beep in global round r + 5 to propagate the synchronization beep wave (Lines 5–6 of
Algorithm 5). By a simple induction, one can show that nodes at distance i from the source
propagate this second beep wave in global round r + 4 + i, and thus end the first subphase
in global round r + 7 + i (Lines 3 and 6 of Algorithm 5). Note that r + 7 + i = O(D) and
thus every node ends the first subphase within O(D) rounds.

Finally, for any i ∈ [dmax] and any v ∈ Li, its neighboring nodes in Nv belong to Li−1 ∪
Li ∪ Li+1. Hence, v and any of its neighbors end within one global round of each other. ◀

▶ Lemma 15. The second subphase takes O(D) rounds. Upon completion, every node v ∈ V

knows d(v, s) and dmax. Moreover, all nodes complete the second subphase in the same round,
thus from that point on, the nodes have globally-synchronized clocks.

Proof. During the second subphase, nodes simulate a modified version of EstimateDiam-
eter (see the simulation in Lines 7–15 of Algorithm 5 and EstimateDiameter in Algo-
rithm 6). First, we prove the simulation’s correctness via a proof of the following claim: for
each step i, some node v hears a beep if and only if at least one neighboring node of v beeps dur-
ing step i. Recall that each node v simulates a step of EstimateDiameter by using a triplet
of consecutive (local) rounds. Whenever v beeps during step i of EstimateDiameter, v

beeps in the second local round of triplet i (Line 9 of Algorithm 5). Since any neighboring node
of u starts the second subphase within one global round of v (by Lemma 14), this implies that
u hears that beep within one of its three rounds in triplet i (if u listens during step i). On the
other hand, for the same reason, the triplet of rounds v uses to simulate step i does not intersect
with the triplet of rounds any neighboring node uses to simulate any step i′ ̸= i. Hence, if no
neighboring node of v beeps during step i, then v does not hear any beep from other steps i′ ̸= i

during its step i (nor does it hear any beep from step i, clearly). This completes the proof of the
claim and the simulation’s correctness.

By Lemma 13, all nodes learn their distance to the source as well as dmax when the
simulation of EstimateDiameter terminates. Moreover, all nodes terminate the modified
procedure in the same step, denoted by t = O(D). Since each step is simulated using three
rounds, each node simulates the modified procedure for exactly 3t = O(dmax) rounds. After
which, each node v waits dmax − d(s, v) rounds (Line 16 of Algorithm 5), which causes all
the nodes to synchronize their local clocks. Indeed, every node v ∈ V completes the second
subphase in global round r′ = (r + 7 + d(s, v)) + 3t + (dmax − d(s, v)) = r + 7 + 3t + dmax =
O(D). ◀

▶ Lemma 16. The third subphase takes O(D) rounds. Upon completion, for each v ∈ V and
i ∈ [dmax], v knows if it is in SPi, or more precisely, spv[i] = 1 if and only if v ∈ SPi.

Proof. The third subphase takes 4dmax − 2 = O(D) triplets, and each such triplet consists
of three rounds. Consequently, the subphase takes O(D) rounds.

Now, we show the correctness of the third subphase. First, we provide some observations
regarding the reverse beep waves. For every i ∈ [dmax], let the i-th reverse beep wave be
the wave initiated by all destinations in Li (simultaneously) in triplet 3(i− 1) + 1 (Line 21
of Algorithm 5). (Note that by Lemma 15, all destinations know which layer they are in.)
Then, a simple induction on i shows that the i-th reverse beep wave is separated from all
other beep waves (and in particular, the i + 1th beep wave) by three triplets at every node.
Hence, no two waves interfere with each other. From now on, for some i ∈ [dmax], we can
consider the i-th wave independently from all other waves.

Next, we prove that (1) any node v that participates in the i-th reverse beep wave sets
spv[i] to 1, and (2) node v participates in the i-th reverse beep wave if and only if v ∈ SPi.
For (1), the i-th wave is initiated by destinations in Li in triplet 3(i− 1) + 1 and moves one
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layer inwards per triplet. Since the first subphase runs for 4dmax − 2 ≥ 3(i− 1) + 1 + dmax
rounds, the inwards propagation continues until the wave reaches s. Thus, for any j ∈ [i]
and any node v in layer Li−j that relays the wave, v does so in triplet 3(i− 1) + 1 + j. When
that happens, the index computed by v is (3(i− 1) + 1 + i− d(s, v) + 2 + d(s, v))/4 = i and
thus v sets spv[i] to 1 (Line 26 of Algorithm 5). (Note that any destination in Li sets spv[i]
to 1 after initiating the wave – Line 23 of Algorithm 5.)

For (2), consider the paths along which the wave propagates: {(y, vi−1), . . . , (v1, s) |
∀y ∈ Y ∩ Li,∀j ∈ [i − 1], vj ∈ Lj}. These are exactly the shortest paths between s and
some destination in Li. Indeed, first there cannot be any shorter path between s and some
destination in Li, since d(s, y) = i (by definition of Li). Second, there cannot be a shortest
path p = {(y, vi−1), . . . , (v1, s)}, between s and y and of length i, that does not satisfy ∀j ∈
[i − 1], vj ∈ Lj . Such a path necessarily has two consecutive nodes in the same layer and
hence can be transformed into a path between s and y of length i− 1, which also contradicts
d(s, y) = i. ◀

▶ Lemma 17. The fourth subphase takes O(D) rounds. Upon completion, each node v ∈ V

knows J and whether v ∈ SPJ . Nodes in SPJ continue to the next phase while the rest of the
nodes terminate with output 0.

Proof. After the third subphase, Lemma 16 guarantees that any v knows for every i ∈ [dmax],
whether v ∈ SPi. For v = s, learning s ∈ SPi is equivalent to learning whether SPi is empty,
thus the source learns the set I. The source then computes J = π(I) and broadcasts the
string that represents its indicator function in O(D + dmax) = O(D) rounds. Thus, all nodes
learn the set J . Since each node v ∈ V knows J and knows for every i ∈ [dmax], whether
v ∈ SPi, each node knows whether it belongs to SPJ or not. In the latter case, v turns itself
off giving the output 0 (Line 32 of Algorithm 5). ◀

We can now complete the proof of Theorem 5.

Proof of Theorem 5. The O(D) upper bound on the round complexity directly follows from
Lemmas 14, 15, 16 and 17.

By Lemma 15, every node v ∈ V knows d(v, s) and dmax at the end of the second subphase,
satisfying (1) and (2). Moreover, all nodes complete the second subphase simultaneously.
Since each node runs the third and fourth subphases for the same number of rounds, all
nodes complete the wake-up phase simultaneously. Finally, by Lemma 17, every node v

learns J and whether v ∈ SPJ , satisfying (3) and (4). This concludes the proof. ◀
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